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We’re moving to GitHub
October 1, 2018
For a while now development of Seaside has been shifted to GitHub. We are now in the process of moving the documentation there too.
 
 This move has helped us to better coordinate work and we hope that it will also make it easier to accept help from the community, be it pull requests for bug fixes or improvements or additions to the documentation. 

 We hope to see you there!
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Seaside 3.0
 
     News
	On Smalltalk: Seaside 2006-09-23T20:12:13+00:00Generating a Site Map for OnSmalltalk. By Ramon Leon - 9 December 2008 under Programming, Seaside, S...

	ESUG: Kontolino: Smalltalk and Seaside hard at work for Small ... 2013-10-30T09:59:52+00:00Kontolino: Smalltalk and Seaside hard at work for Small Businesses. Joachim Tuchel writes: "I a...

	Risk based test management with Smalltalk and Seaside 2014-05-30T07:03:00+00:00Another new Smalltalk web application built with Seaside in Pharo and deployed with GLASS in Gemston...

	Eric Clack's blog: Seaside: an elegant web framework in Smalltalk 2013-02-08T15:45:00+00:00I've been playing with a web framework called Seaside and I think it's very interesting. Com...

	Terse Guide to Seaside - On Smalltalk 2006-10-17T01:36:02+00:00UPDATED: 7.4.08 <h3>Learning Seaside</h3> Seaside isn't as hard as it might initiall...
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     Download
www.opensource.orgSeaside is a free and Open Source™ web application framework distributed under the MIT License.
Seaside is available on the following Smalltalk platforms:
	 Pharo Smalltalk (download)
	 Cincom Smalltalk
	 Dolphin Smalltalk
	 GemStone Smalltalk
	 GNU Smalltalk
	 Squeak Smalltalk
	 VA Smalltalk
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 		Participate
	 Mailing Lists: Ask questions and talk with Seaside experts.
	 Weblogs: Read the latest news about the Seaside community.
	 Contribute: Help to improve code and documentation of Seaside.


 		 Activity
	Issue 839 created: "sending #addStyle: to an htmlRoot when rending using Seaside REST results in an error because there is no session" 2015-02-21T22:11:18+00:00What steps will reproduce the problem?
1.In your updateRoot: method for a component that is rendered using Seaside REST add

htmlRoot addStyle:'body{font-size:12px;}'.

2. Load the component 


...

	Issue 838 created: "Usage of class-side #initialize is not portable" 2015-02-09T22:34:18+00:00The semantics of when the class-side #initialize method are not consistent across implementations.

In Pharo, the class-side #initialize is run on the first load of code or when the source of the #i...



 		This website is run on Squeak, Seaside and is powered by the Pier CMS. The design was kindly provided by Samuel Morello. The site is hosted on a server of netstyle.ch.
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